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Preface

SEWA (Self Employed Women's Association) is a membership based

trade union of about 50,000 members (Paid up membership – 1991) of self

employed women. Over the last twenty years, since 1972, SEWA has

undergone a side variety of experiences. All of SEWA's work is with the

reality of the everyday lives of poor self-employed women and all of he

efforts have been in how to make their lives better economically, and

socially to make them strong and self-reliant.

These experiences have occurred in many different areas. Union

organising, banking, co-operatives, milk production, artisan and

homebased production, vending and trading, marketing, agriculture and

forestry, land development and water-harvesting, regional development

health, childcare, housing, training, video, newsletters and many others.

Some of these efforts have been successful in what they set out to do,

some have not. Many have developed different unexpected and offer new

directions, with important policy implications. However, each attempt has

revealed how women's lives interact with the existing social, economic,

and political structure and how these structures react and interact when

women attempt to change their lives. It also reveals what happens when

there is an attempt from within the structure to reach out to women, the

reactions that occurs within their communities, within their families.

Perhaps most inspiring has been the growth of the women themselves. We

have seen how, given the opportunity, women take leadership roles

assume responsibilities for their own organisations and learn the skills

necessary to run them.
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We feel that many of our experiences need to be shared with others who

are concerned about poor women's lives, in poverty alleviation, in

developing organisations of the poor or of women, in social security

systems, in regional development through people. We will try to write about

our efforts, approaches, policies that work and that did not work,

particularly in the area of full-employment and self-reliance.

We have decided to bring out papers occasionally describing our

experiences and the lessons learnt. Our experiences are not our private

property and therefore need to be shared with you. Your response will

contribute towards the growth, of SEWA and the organisations of the self

employed everywhere.

Ela R. Bhatt
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What  Experts  Say

I thoroughly enjoyed reading the rather comprehensive and useful paper
on SEWA's "Shaishav" program.

Meeting the human needs of poor working women and their working
women and their families critically depends upon shaping social
iverventions to the on the ground conditions of womens lives and enabling
them to plan, implement, and thus benefit from social action. This book on
SEWA's Shaishav or village-based crèche programme descries such a
social experience.

SEWA's Shaishav program provided comprehensive child care services to
0-3 year old children among 3,000 women workers in 30 villages in rural
Gujarat. The program included health, nutrition and social development
activities; enabled women to work and earn in the farms and tobacco
factories and became an important component of efforts to assist workers
in their struggle for employment social justice. Social action, it was
demonstrated, not only impatched upon the well being and income of
women, children and family alike but also promoted the effectiveness of
ancillary services (such as immunization coverage) and gave the
participants pride of accompalishment.

The book offers a multidimensional examination of the rationale, proess
and impact of SEWA's work – combining project documentation analytical
assessments, and a case study which brings for the human dimensions of
social change. Especially, valuable are the many lessons derived from the
SEWA's experience insights of how the double burden of women's work
and child care may be managed and specific lessons on program
operations (decentrlalization, community involvement, and substainability.)

Dr. Lincon C. Chen
Director
Harvard Centre for Population
and Development Studies
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Introduction

Poor, self-employed women contribute actively to our economy and to

society. Yet life for these workers is a daily struggle. They need to work

and earn for a living on the one hand, and on the other. They are mothers

and have to care for their children. Every woman hopes that somehow she

will be able to contribute to her child's health and development, inspite of

all the difficulties she faces every day.

However, there are very few options and facilities for these workers and

their children. Thus agricultural labourers carry their infants and young

children to the fields and tie a sari between two trees. The children are put

into this make-shift hammock, and the mother hopes they will stay there,

safe and quiet. Similarly, bidi and tobacco workers' children play with the

piles of tobacco that lie around the work place. Still other workers leave

their young children with older siblings, or sometimes even on their own. In

this way, infants and children of workers are exposed to the most hygienic

and unhealthy conditions, hardly conducive to their growth and

development.

Responding to this important need, SEWA has been exploring alternative

methods of providing childcare for women workers for several years now.

Our approach has been one which recognizes women's over-riding need

for full employment and security of income, and at the same time links this

need to that for social security services like child care. We have tried to

plan our child care programme bearing in mind the multiple roles and

needs of poor, self-employed women workers.
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At the same time, we have involved the workers as participants and

implementators our child care programme. Our experience has shown that

women themselves can be efficient, capable and responsible

implementators of childcare services. In addition, we have found that this

leads toward further organizing and empowerment of women workers.

While our earliest experiences with child care for workers was urban-based

we soon realized that the need for such social services was even greater

in the villages, where the bulk of working women live. One rural area

where SEWA's organizing efforts are concentrated is Kheda district. Said

to be one of the richest districts in the country, we found that the women

workers of this district had contributed substantially to its prosperity but

were still steeped in poverty. Further, as we began organizing the

agricultural labourerrs, tobacco processors or 'khali' workers and others

into a union in 1984, several facts came to light.

First, while the women of the district work long, hard hours for a living they

were not obtaining the minimum wages which were their due. While

agricultural labourers are entitled to Rs. 15 per day by law, and tobacco

processors are entitled to obtain Rs. 30 per day our surveys of several

hundred women in 3 villages revealed that 78% of the tobacco processing

workers were receiving between Rs. 9 and Rs. 12 per day.1 the

agricultural labourers were also obtaining less than the fixed minimum

wage rates.

Hence, these women were exploited and very poor. Second, these

workers were not obtaining welfare benefits like child care. In the case of

tobacco processors, a creceh has to be provided in the 'khali' or tobacco

factory, according to the law. In addition, we found that government child
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care programmes, like the Integrated Child Development Schemes (ICDS),

were also absent in this district. There were a few Balwadis run by the

Panchayats of some villages butmost covered the pre-schoolders, children

between three and six years, and not the vulnerable under three's. third,

our own surveys corroborated the government's findings that Kheda

district, its wealth not withstanding, had one of the worst infant mortality

rates (IMR) of the whole state of Gujarat. The report of the state

government's bureau of statistics2 revealed that the IMR was 130 per 1000

live births. Meanwhile, a survey of 469 SEWA members of three village

revealed that one out of every three live births ends in a death of the

child.3 Discussions with SEWA members and survey also showed very

high levels of morbidity among the children.

In the absence of child care, the workers unequivocally suggested that

SEWA help them with the challenging task of providing this essential social

service. They said they were ready to take responsibility for the running

child care centres and would be involved in the planing, actual

implementation and monitoring of such a programme. The women also

suggested that we start creches for the 0 to 3 year olds, as this was most

required by them.

By the time we began to develop a child care programme for our members

children, our membership had grown rapidly to 3000 workers in thirty

villages. Further, in each village, local leadership had emerged as a result

of union struggles. In some villages, dismissed workers had been re-

instated with back wages. Others had obtained raises in daily wages. In

addition, the growers and tobacco factory owners had begun negotiating

with SEWA union.
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In 1988 the union organized a 'sammelan' or meeting of all the workers.

The large turn out of 3000 women in Anand, the main town of the district,

provide that the time was ripe for further unionizing. The women articulated

their problems and demands with a new awareness and confidence. They

were also ready to start constructive, grass-root level development

programmes. The health programme for SEWA members, started year

earlier, expanded substantially after the 'sammelan'. In addition, the

women said that the time had come to start a child care programme for the

members children. There could now be no further delay.

And thus 'shaishav', meaning 'childhood' in Gujarati, was born. The

objectives were:

1. To provide comprehensive child care services through creches for 0

to 3 year old children, including health, nutrition and child

development activities.

2. To enable workers to leave their infants and young children at the

creches so that they could work and earn in the fields and tobacco

factories.

3. To support and assist workers in their struggles for full employment

and justice in the work place, including provision of minimum wages

and welfare benefits like health, insurance and child care.
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Chapter – I

Impact of the Crèches

Through our monitoring activities, we have been receiving regular

information about the impact of the creches on the lives of poor, working

women and their children. In addition, in 1991, we conducted a bried

survey of 55 children and mothers involved in our creche programme and

54 who were not. While it was a small sample, along with information from

the monthly mother's meetings, it served a to give some idea of the impact

of our work and gave us some indication as to how we should proceed in

the future.

1. Work & Increase in Income

According to the mothers, the immediate benefit of the creche service is

they can go to work at ease and with peace of mind. Formerly, if there

was no one at home to care for a young child and the 'khali' or tobacco

factory owners did not allow them to bring younger children to work, the

mothers would remain at home and forfeit the day's wages. Only the

husband would go to the 'khali' (tobacco factory) and a single salary of

Rs. 8 to 10 per day was not enough for covering daily household

expenses. In such circumstances, the families could not afford to buy

even the basic necessities like food and just had to do without. After the

opening of the creches, the mothers said that they are able to go to

work regularly, and as a result, there has been an increase in the

monthly incomes of the families. As aresult the mothers encountered

less difficulties in running their homes.
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In addition, some mothers also said during meetings that earlier they

could only work for a few hours or a half a day at best, whereas now

they can put in a full days' work which, of course, means more income

for the family.

As far as income is concerned, the majority of mothers said that the

creches had resulted in increases in income because they could go out

to work. 56% of the mothers involved in our study said that because of

the creches they were able to earn Rs. 50 to Rs. 100 more every

month. 25% reported a Rs. 101 to Rs. 200 increase and 11% said that

the difference was as much as Rs. 201 to Rs. 300. Only 2% of the

mothers reported no differences in their income level. For poor, self

employed women, regular work and income are foremost priorities.

Hence, these income increases are significant and in mothers' meetings

this impact of our programme is repeatedly stressed. One of the

mothers in Vanoti village expresses her satisfaction lucidly:

"First, sister we had 'rotlo' (thick bread) to eat only once a day. Now we

can eat twice a day and have enough money to buy vegetables also. I

pray that this creche will remain – it has been such a support to me and

my family".

Table 1
Differences in Monthly Income (In Rupees)

Difference in Income
(Per Month)

No. of Women %

Below 50 Rs. - -
50 – 100 Rs. 31 56
100 – 200 Rs. 14 25
201 – 300 Rs. 6 11
Above 300 Rs. - -
No difference 1 2
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No Response 3 5

2. Peace of Mind

Many others are eager to recount their experience prior to the opening

the crecehs. One mother in Kunjrav village said that once she had

taken her eight month old child with her to the field. She tied a sari

between two tree trunks and placed the child there to sleep whil eshe

worked. She was engrossed in her work when suddenly she heard her

child crying. She realised that the sarid had given way and that her

baby had crawled into the field, among the tobacco plants. In addition,

the grower on whose land she was working became angry with her and

told her not to bring the child with her to work thereafter, as she ws not

able to concentrate on work.

Similarly, many mothers told us that it was very inconvenient for them to

take their young children with them to the fields or 'khalis' (tobacco

factories). If their children cride, they could not attend to them,

otherwise, their children cried, they could not attend to them, otherwise

the 'khali' owner or grower would shout at them. Sometimes the children

cried for long periods of time, without receiving any attention and as a

result, their eyes would become swollen. If the child was slightly older,

he or she would play in heaps of tobacco and the owner would again

admonish the mothers telling them to keep their children at home.

Despite all these problems, in our study, 50% of the workers in villages

with no creche said that they took their children to work with them. 26%

said they left them with older children and 11% with other relatives. 9%
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said that they left them with neighbours and 6% were left to fend for

themselves alone in the house while their mothers went out to work.

Table – 2

Care of the children when mothers go to work

Total Mothers (Not in Shaishav) 54
No. of Women %

Relatives 6 11
Elder Children 14 26
Neighbours 5 9
Take them along to work 27 50
Leave them alone in the house 3 6
No response 1 2

In addition, during our discussion, many of the mothers admitted that

before the creche, they used to beat their children. When they went

home fore the recess period, they were tired and feld tense because

they had so many chores to finish before returning to work. Meanwhile

their children would also cry for attention. Since the mothers had little

time for their children they would cry more. Then they said they would

lose patience and beat the children. Now the children are happy when

their mothers pick them up during their recess break and no longer cry.

Thus the mothers said that they feel more relaxed with their children

and that there is a better atmosphere at home.

3. Peace of Mind

During meetings, mothers express much satisfaction withregard to the

food provided at the creches. They say that earlier they only gave their

children 'bajra roti' (millet bread) and tea. Now the children drink milk at
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the creche and a variety of nutritious foods like 'khichdi' (rice and lentils)

and 'moong' (lentils).

In the study we conducted, however, we found no significant difference

in the weights–for–age of creche and non-creche children. Most of the

children regardless of whether they are in the creches or not, fell in the

category of 60% of the reference standard weight for their age-group. In

other words, these children, despite the nutritional input from the creche

remained malnourished.

Table – 3

Age/weight cross reference table of boys in SEWA Crèche

Total Boys: 27

Age    % weight compared to STD. Weight

In months Below 60% 60% 80% 100% Total
0 – 6 - - - - -

0% 0% 0% 0%

7 – 12 2 2 - - 4
50% 50% 0% 0%

13 – 18 1 7 3 0 11
9% 64% 27% 0%

19 – 24 - 2 1 - 3
0% 67% 33% 0%

25 – 30 - 4 - - 4
0% 100% 0% 0%

31 – 36 - 4 1 - 5
0% 80% 20% 0%
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Table – 4
Age/weight cross reference table of

boys to be put in SEWA Crèche
Total Boys: 14

Age     % weight compared to STD. WEIGHT
In months Below 60% 60% 80% 100% Total

0 – 6 - - - - -
0% 0% 0% 0%

7 – 12 2 2 - - 4
0 50% 50% 0%

13 – 18 1 4 - - 5
20% 80% 0% 0%

19 – 24 - 1 - - 1
0% 100% 0% 0%

25 – 30 - 2 - - 2
0% 100% 0% 0%

31 – 36 - 1 - - 1
0% 100% 0% 0%

Table – 5
Age/weight cross reference table of girls in SEWA Crèche

Total Boys: 28

Age    % weight compared to STD. Weight
In months Below 60% 60% 80% 100% Total

0 – 6 - 2 - - 2
0% 100% 0% 0%

7 – 12 - 3 1 - 4
0% 75% 25% 0%

13 – 18 2 3 2 0 7
28% 43% 28% 0%

19 – 24 - 2 1 - 3
17% 50% 33% 0%
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25 – 30 - - 3 - 3
0% 0% 100% 0%

31 – 36 1 2 3 - 6
16% 33% 50% 0%

Table – 6

Age/weight cross reference table of

boys to be put in SEWA Crèche

Total Boys: 14

Age     % weight compared to STD. WEIGHT

In months Below 60% 60% 80% 100% Total
0 – 6 - 1 1 - 2

0% 50% 50% 0%

7 – 12 - 10 3 - 13
0% 77% 23% 0%

13 – 18 - 9 1 - 10
0% 90% 10% 0%

19 – 24 - 5 2 1 8
0% 62% 25% 12%

25 – 30 2 2 1 - -
20% 20% 10% 0%

31 – 36 - - 1 - 1
0% 0% 100% 0%

One possible reason for the above could be that mothers are

compensating by giving their children less food at home, believing that

they were getting enough nutrition while at the creche. This possibility,

well-documented as  the 'displacement theory' in the nutrition literature,
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seems to be borne out by some of our discussions with mother after the

study was completed. Hence, we may need to hold more intensive

nutrition trainings as part of the health training for mothers.

Immunization

In our study we obtained detailed information on the number of doses
received by each child. Classification of the data according to the
vaccine showed that 100% of the children in the crèches received
B.C.G. vaccination against tuberculosis, 96% received all three doses
of the triple vaccine (against diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus) and the
same percentage obtained three doses of oral polio vaccine, 78% the
children were immunized against measles.

Table – 7
Information about vaccines given to children

Children in Crèche 55
Yes / No B.C.G. Triple Polio Measles

Yes 55 53 53 53 53 53 53 43
100% 96% 96% 96% 96% 96% 96% 78%

No - 1 1 1 2 2 2 10
0% 2% 2% 2% 4% 4% 4% 3

Not given for some reason - 1 1 1 - - - 3
Reason 0% 2% 2% 2% 0% 0% 0%
Total 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

Table – 8
Information about vaccines given to children

Children not in crèche
Yes / No B.C.G. Triple Polio Measles

1 2 3 1 2 3
Yes 2 51 49 48 52 50 50 37

4% 94% 91% 89% 96% 93% 93% 68%
No 52 3 5 6 2 4 4 8

96% 6% 9% 11
%

4% 7% 7% 15%

Not given for some reason - - - - - - - 9
Reason 0% 2% 2% 2% 0% 0% 0%
Total 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54
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In the children not in our crèches, 96% had not received b.c.g.

vaccination. In addition, 94% had received the first dose of the triple

vaccine, 91% the second and 89% the third dose. Similarly for polio,

96% received the first dose and 93% each received the second and

third doses. 69% were immunized against measles.

General Appearance

The study revealed that of the children in our crèches. 98% were found

to be clean and bathed, 96% had combed hair and 95% were in clean

clothes. 98% of the children had trimmed fingernails. The

corresponding figures for the children not in the crèches show that only

56% were clean and bathed, 41% had combed hair and the same

number, 41% were in clean clothes. Only 15% had trimmed finger nails.

Hence, the children in the crèches were much cleaner and neater in

appearance. These findings were borne out by the mother's own

observations. As makalaben of Rasnol village explained:

"Our children were always dirty and unkempt. Now they are very

particular and insist that we clean and comb their hair. Even if we are

busy, we now have to take the time to clean and bathe them! Sister,

you would not recognize my boy as the same child who first came to

the crèche, dirty and dishevelled."

Table – 9
General looks of the children

Children in crèche : 55
Yes / No Clean Combed Clean Cut

% Hair % Clothes % Nails %
Yes 54 98 53 96 52 95 54 98
No 1 2 2 4 3 5 1 2

Total: 55 100 55 100 55 100 55 100
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Table – 10
General looks of the children

Children Not in crèche : 54
Yes / No Clean Combed Clean Cut

% Hair % Clothes % Nails %
Yes 30 56 22 41 22 41 8 15
No 24 44 32 59 32 59 46 85
Total 54 100 54 100 54 100 54 100

Overall Development and Well being of the children:

In meetings, as well as in our study, all the mothers were unanimous

about he changes  in their children since the crèche programme

started. 65% of the mother involved in our study said that they found

their children "more clever" and alert than before, 67% reported that

they were healthier and 42% that they were now eating propertly. We

have not yet studied the effect of the crèche on morbidity and mortality

of the children, as compared to those not in the crèches. However, till

date no infants and young children in our crèches have died.

With regard to morbidity, our experience shows that diarrheal disease

and respiratory infections still occur. However, as we shall see the

mothers are better equipped to recognise  and tackle these common

problems.

Table – 11
Difference observed in their child

Total Women (In Shaishav) 55
Difference No. of Women %
Yes 55 100
No 0
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Table – 12
Differences mothers see in their children

Total Women (In Shaishav) 55
Difference No. of Women %

More Clever 36 65
Healthier 37 67
Started Eating Properly 23 42
Others 1 2
No Response 3 5

*Multiple Answers possible.

Finally in our study, we found that both crèche and non-crèche mothers

are still spending upto Rs. 100 on medical expenses. There was no

significant difference in the reported expenditures of both groups of

mothers.

Table – 13
Exp.

Total Mothers (In Shaishav) 55
Expenditure

(in Rs.)
Government

Hospital
% Pvt. Hospital %

Below 50 4 57 2 20
50 – 100 - 0 6 60
101 – 200 2 29 2 20
Above 200 - 0 - 0
No Response 1 14 - 0

Total 7 - 10 -
* Multiple answers possible.

Expenditure incurred in case of major illnes

Total Mothers (Not in Shaishav) 54
Expenditure

(in Rs.)
Government

Hospital
% Pvt. Hospital %

Below 50 18 72 22 76
50 – 100 1 4 5 17
101 – 200 - 0 - 0
Above 200 - 0 - 0
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No Response 6 24 2 7
Total 25 - 29 -

* Multiple answers possible.

4. Mothers' Knowledge level about Health & Nutrition

In both our individual and group discussions with mothers, that emerges is

that they are now much more aware than earlier about children's health

and feeding practices. They said that they also have learned to be healthy

themselves. Most of the mothers report that this knowledge is both as a

result of their regular health education sessions and from inter-acting with

the crèche teachers who have been trained  in modern health and nutrition

practices.

"Earlier, we would not give our children bananas or leafy vegetables,

believing them to be harmful. And every time my children were sick, I had

to rush to Anand. Now I have learned what I can do to keep my children

healthy. And if I still need medicines, I get them from the crèche", said

Premilaben a mother of Bilpad village.

Our study also revealed the knowledge level of the mothers involved in the

crèche programme, 'Shaishav'. Some of these findings are described

below.

Immunization:

84% of the mothers involved in Shaishav knew about B.C.G. vaccine and

its importance and 14% did not know. In comparison, only 9% of the
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mothers whose children were not in 'Shaishav' know about B.C.G. vaccine

and 91% did not know anything about this vaccine.

Knowledge among mothers about shots

Total Mothers (Not in Shaishav) 54
Yes / No B.C.G. Tripple Polio Measles

No. of
women

% No. of
Women

% No. of
Women

% No. of
Women

%

Knows 5 9 1 2 12 22 14 26
Does not
Know

49 91 53 98 42 78 40 74

Does not
remember

- 0 - 0 - 0 - 0

Total: 54 54 54 54

In the case of the triple vaccine, 78% of the 'Shaishav' mothers knew about

it and 20% did not, while the corresponding figures were 2% and 98%

respectively for mothers not involved in 'Shaishav'.

Similarly, 84% of the 'Shaishav' mothers were aware of the polio vaccine

and 14% were not. On the other hand, only 22% of the women not

involved in our crèche programme knew about it and 78% did not. Finally,

74% of the women whose children were in Shaishav crèches had

knowledge of the measles vaccine and 24% had no such information. The

figures for mothers not involved with 'Shaishav' are 26% and 74%

respectively.

The data on the knowledge level of mothers involved in the crèche and

those not involved reveals that there is a marked difference. Those whose

children are in 'Shaishav' s' crèches have much more knowledge about the

different vaccinations that their children should be given.

Iron and Folic Acid & Vitamin A Supplementation
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When, we asked all the mothers as to whether they gave their

children .iron & folic acid and Vitamin. A Supplementation, we found

that 98% of the mothers involved in 'Shaishav' did give both of these.

Meanwhile, in the case of the mothers whose children were not in

our crèches, the data reveals that 13% were giving iron to their

children and only 7% were giving Vitamin A. Here again, we observe

a major difference between the two groups of mothers. The

'Shaishav' mothers were aware of the need for iron and folic acid

and Vitamin A supplementation and were giving these to their

children, while the other mothers were not.

Table – 15

Whether they give iron tablets to their children

Total Mothers (In Shaishav) 55
Yes / No Iron Tablet % Vitamin A %

Yes 54 98 54 98
No 1 2 1 2

Total 55 100 55 100

Whether they give iron tablets to their children
Total Mothers (Not In Shaishav) 54

Yes / No Iron Tablet % Vitamin A %
Yes 7 13 4 7
No 57 87 50 93

Total 54 100 54 100

Measure taken during diarrhoea fever, measles and major illness of
the children.

When, the two groups of mothers were asked what they did when their
children had diarrhea, they responded quite differently. All the mothers
involved with 'Shaishav' (100%) said they prepare an oral rehydration
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mixture of sugar and salt which they had been taught by SEWA health
workers. Meanwhile, only 17% of the mothers not in 'Shaishav' said that
they made this mixture. Most 33% took their child to a doctor and 20% said
they gave the children the peel of pomegranates, which they first grated.
Another 26% mentioned other home remedies like giving the child nutmeg.

Table – 16
Measures taken in case of Diarrohea

Total mothers (In Shaishav) 55     Total mothers (Not in Shaishav) 54
Measures Taken No. of

Women
% No. of

Women
%

Visit to Doctor - 0 18 33
Juice of Sugar & Salt 55 100 9 17
Banana - - 3 6
Medicines from Workers - - - 0
Grated Peel of Pomegranates - - 11 20
Nutmeg - - 7 13
Other Measures - - 7 13

Table – 17

Measures taken in case of fever

Total mothers (In Shaishav) 55     Total mothers (Not in Shaishav) 54
Measures Taken No. of

Women
% No. of

Women
%

Visit to Doctor 7 13 38 70
Put Cloth Immersed In Cold Water 36 65 11 20
Tablets From SEWA Worker - 0 - 0
Put Cloth In Immersed In Salty Water 14 25 2 4
Baadha 1 2 7 13
Home Remedies - - 5 9
Medicines From Village Shop - - 4 7
Other Steps - - 7 13
*Multiple answer possible.

In addition, in the case of measles, 41 of the 55 children attached to

'Shaishav' had suffered this disease. Their mothers gave a

combination of responses. 55% said they took their child to a doctor,
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28% said they followed measures suggested to them by SEWA's

health and crèche workers and 16% followed religious observances

or 'baadha'. Meanwhile, 38 of the 54 children not in 'Shaishav' had

also suffered from measles. 69% of the mothers responses indicated

that they observed 'baadha' and only 4% took their child to a doctor.

It should be mentioned here that measles is a disease which is

closely associated with the mother goddess or 'maata'. It is believed

that it is her will that determines whether a child should or should not

suffer from measles, and even whether the child will live or not.

Consequently, a series of religious observances and practices are

followed, some of which are useful (like isolating the child) and some

of which are not (like withholding certain nutritious foods and

medicines) in curing this killer disease of young children.

Table – 18
Measures taken at the time of Measles

Total mothers (In Shaishav) 55     Total mothers (Not in Shaishav) 54
Measures Taken No. of

Women
% No. of

Women
%

Visit to Doctor 30 55 2 4
Baadha 9 16 37 69
Precautionary measures as suggested
SEWA workers

21 38 5 9

Not suffered Measles 14 25 - 0
Not Suffered Measles / No Response - - 16 30
*Multiple answer possible.

Finally with regard to steps taken during major illness, the 73% of

the 'Shaishav'  mothers said that they first give the child medicines

from SEWA's health centres. 16% said they went to a private

hospital  and 13% took  the child to a government one. In the case of

mothers not in 'Shaishav', 54% said they went to a private hospital
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and 46% to a government one. None mentioned SEWA's health

centres as there are none in their villages.

Table – 19
Measures taken in case of major illness

Total mothers (In Shaishav) 55     Total mothers (Not in Shaishav) 54
Measures Taken No. of

Women
% No. of

Women
%

Takes Child to Government Hospital 7 13 25 46
Takes Child to Private Hospital 9 16 29 54
Tablets from SEWA Health Centre 40 73 - 0
*Multiple answer possible.

The different pattern of responses among the two groups of mothers

reveals differences in knowledge levels and 'control' of their

situation. The 'Shaishav' mothers seem less dependent on doctors

and religious observances. Their responses indicate that they are

able to manage their children's illnesses by themselves to a greater

degree than their counterparts who are not exposed to 'Shaishav'.

With regard to seeking care they first attempt measures on their

own, or with the help of SEWA's health centres and then seek

special care from hospitals. Meanwhile, the women not involved in

'Shaishav' appear more dependent on doctors, and hospital care.

They are less able to manage their children's illness independently.

Food items given to the children

We asked both groups of mothers whether they gave certain food items

bananas, 'khichdi' (a rice and lentil mixture) and green, leafy vegetables –

to their children. We hoped to determine by this question whether the
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mothers were giving locally available, relatively inexpensive but nutritious

food items to their children.

Among the mothers involved in our crèche programme, 96% said they

gave their children bananas, 98% reported that they gave 'khichdi' and

91% said they also gave them green, leafy vegetables.

In the case of the mothers not involved with 'Shaishav', the majority said

they gave these food items, but the corresponding percentages were less.

65% said they gave bananas. Among those who did not give bananas

(26%), 28% (4 women) said that they did not because it was 'too heavy'.

With regard to 'khichdi', 87% did give this and 70% gave green, leafy

vegetables. One of the reasons for not giving the latter was that it was 'too

hot'.

Table – 20

Food item given to children

Total Mothers (in Shaishav) 55

Yes / No Banana Khichdi Green Vegetable

No. of
Women

% No. of
Women

% No. of
Women

%

Yes 53 96 54 98 50 91

No 1 2 - 0 1 2

Does not Give Because
of Young Age

- 0 - 0 1 2

Does not Give Because
too Hot

- 0 - 0 2 4

Others 1 2 1 2 1 2

Total: 55 55 55
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Table – 21

Food item given to children

Total Mothers (Not in Shaishav) 55

Yes / No Banana % Khichdi % Green Vegetable %

Yes 35 65 47 87 38 70

No 14 26 6 11 5 9

Does not Give Because
of Young Age

1 2 1 2 4 7

Does not Give Because
too Hot

- 0 - 0 6 11

"Too Heavy" 4 7 - 0 1 2

Other Reasons 1 2 1 2 1 2

Total: 55 55 55

It appears, in sum, that all the mothers involved in the study are giving their

children locally available, nutritious food items. However, some of the

mothers not involved in 'Shaishav' are withholding these because they

believe them to be 'too hot' or 'too heavy' for their children. The mothers in

'Shaishav' have no such beliefs and appear to be convinced of their value.

5 Schooling of older siblings

In mothers meetings, most of the mothers agreed that the double benefit of

more monthly income as a result of being able to work regularly, and of

having their young children properly looked after eased much of the

burden of their older children. these children could now go to school, and

the additional income of the mothers meant that they could afford to

purchase school supplies like books and uniforms.
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as Vimlaben of Kabitha village explained "Earlier I could  not educate my

eldest daughter because she had to care for her younger siblings. only

after this crèches started in our village could I start sending her to school.

she is a few years behind but she is clever and wants to learn."

Our study showed that 75% of the mothers in our crèche programme,

'Shaishav', said that their older children had started going to school as they

were released from childcare responsibilities.

Table – 21
Food item given to children

Total Women (In Shaishav) 55
Response No. of Women %

Started Going to School 41 75
Still not Attending School 0
No Response 14 25

6 Schooling of older siblings

During mothers meetings, what emerged is that mothers trust and have

faith in most of the crèche teachers. They said that even if their children

were sick, they did not worry about leaving them at the crèche because

they knew that the teacher will take good care of the child and give

appropriate treatment. Mothers also stated that they knew their children

were happy and well looked after at the crèche because when they go to

pick up their children, they hide behind the door and are not willing to go

home!

Through our monthly meetings with the crèche teachers we also learned

that they too benefit substantially from the crèche programme. Before they
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were appointed to the crèches, they too were 'khali' or agricultural workers,

facing all of the difficulties that the mothers were also facing before the

opening of the crèches. Now they see many improvements in their lives.

The first and foremost advantage is that they have a steady and fair

income through the crèche. When working as labourers, their income was

seasonal. Now they no longer need to borrow money for their monthly

domestic expenses, and it is easier for them to make two ends meet at

home. In addition, they are considered leaders with in the village. They

frequently meet with the sarpanch and 'khali' owners. Hence, the other

village members respect and give them due importance. The family

members also begin to recognize and respect the abilities of the crèche

teachers and generally are cooperative.

After several trainings the teachers have become very aware of the

importance of proper child rearing and child development. They have

realised the importance of nutritious food, so they also cook such food at

home. They also take great care in bringing up and educating their own

children. Accordingly they explain to the mothers the importance of all of

their children to school. In some case where the mothers do not have time,

the teachers have gone personally to admit the children to the village

'balwadi' or day-care centre (if there is one) or the local school, if the child

is over six years old.

The village people as well as the member of their own families, have much

faith in and respect for the teacher and as a result, the teachers have

gained much self confidence and say that they lead more fulfilling lives.
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7. Development of the Union

With regular contact through the crèches, mothers say they now

understand more fully the importance of organising into a union for their

rights. As monthly meetings and daily contact with SEWA organisers  like

the crèche supervisors, health workers and union organisers are built into

the crèche programme, they have come into greater contact with SEWA

and the union. This has had some impact on the outreach and strength of

SEWA union.

In addition all working mothers and their children, irrespective of caste are

united under one roof in the crèche. This obviously has the effect of

unifying and strengthening the workers' movement.

Crèche teachers and supervisors, joined with mothers and village-based

union leaders at a 'sammelan' on February 15, 1992 in a major show of

strength at Anand. 8000 women sat together, articulated their demands for

minimum wages and welfare benefits and sang with hope and fervour. The

Labour Minister, the Labour Commissioner and other labour officers were

present to hear the women speak with courage and confidence. A

makeshift crèche was also provided for mothers with young children who

had come to this 'sammelan'.

8 Starting crèches in other villages

Having heard of the crèches or visited them, women village leaders like,

sarpanches and others come to SEWA's Anand office requesting that we

start such work in their villages also. Labour officers, including the Labour

Commissioner, have also visited the crèches and shown great interest in
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our efforts. Although our programme is not even three years old, the word

seems to have spread. Further, the need for such child care is so great

that when mothers actually see that village level crèches can be

developed, they immediately demand these for their own villages.
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CHAPTER II

Issues Emerging From Our Crèche Work

After almost three years of grass-roots level work in developing crèches for

the children of workers, several interesting and important issue and

experiences have emerged. These have implications not only for the

crèche programme of Kheda district, but also for others, both in Gujarat

State and out side.

1. Child Care & Women’s

From our experience, what emerges is that child care has to be part of a

wholistic, integrated strategy for the development of the poor in our

country. For such groups, work, namely regular, full employment is the

foremost priority. That this is undoubtedly so is borne our by our daily

experience of organizing poor, self-employed women in the villages.

However, together with full employment and security of income, social

security, especially health care, child care, housing and insurance are the

basic needs of the poor, In particular, there is a very close relationship

between women’s work, their own and their children’s well-being.

Quite simply put, if child care is provided for their children, women can

work and earn at ease. The income thus acquired contributes to the

healthy growth of the children, as well as the whole family. Hence,

providing appropriate childcare services must be an integral part of the

overall strategy to tackle poverty in our country.
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Yet another issue emerges, that of recognition of poor women’s work and

their major contribution to the nation’s development. Recognizing the need

for child care means recognition of women’s multiple roles in our society

and their contribution to the economy. As it is their labour which

contributes to our society, it is imperative that we not only recongize this,

but also provide the supportive services like child care which they require.

After all their labour, they have a right to appropriate child care for their

own and their children’s well being.

2.     Decentralization of Child Care Services

Child care which is provided according to the needs of workers, and at

their very doorsteps is most useful and has maximum impact on the lives

of poor women and their children. Hence, rather than a centrally –

controlled, vertical programme, crèche services should be developed in a

way that provides for flexibility and adjustment according to local women’s

needs.

This implies that the women themselves should at least have considerable

say as to the direction of the village-based crèche programme, if not

complete control. Local women, poor, self-employed workers themselves,

should be the providers of crèche services. At the same time, village

leaders, women and men, people’s organisations and the mothers

themselves should contribute to the development and implementation of

crèches.

3. Involvement of local leaders and government functionaries

Our crèche programme has been greatly strengthened because of the

support and cooperation of local leaders like sarpanches (village
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headmen) and government functionaries like the taluka panchayat

presidents or district education department officers. The Sarpanches, in

particular, were very quick to understand the importance of crèches for the

village women. Consequently, most offered useful guidance and were

solely responsible for providing the crucial space required for our crèches.

The taluka level office-bearers gave valuable advice and guidance,

especially when it came to the issue of expansion and sustainability of our

crèche programme.

To some extent, the ‘khali’ owners and growers, who are also office

bearers of various government bodies in the district, were also helpful. Not

only did they offer help with regard to finding space in the village, but also

a few even gave financial assistance. For example, the ‘khali’ owner of

Rasnol village contributed Rs. 500 every month for quite a while to the

crèche in his village. Similarly, one of the owners in Kunjrav village gave us

a donation of Rs. 1000 towards the crèche.

In sum, we have learned that involving not only the mothers, but also local

leaders and others at the village level is extremely important. If all are

involved in the whole process of developing a crèche in the village, the

smooth running of it is facilitated to a considerable extent.

4. Workers’ organisation & crèche services

Unionizing workers on the one hand and developing crèches on the other

had both its positive and negative aspects, as far as the crèches are

concerned. In the first place, because women workers come together in a

union, the need for crèches emerged, Had there been no union, we would
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have had no contact with women, nor fully understood the organic

relationship between women’s work and their children’s well- being.

Similarly, the hard work and commitment of local union leaders and

organisers resulted in the crèche programme coming to fruition. The

programme benefited greatly from the strong organisational base and

heightened awareness of the workers, which were already in existence.

Also, because village women knew that we would stand by then in their

struggles for justice and because they had concrete evidence of the results

of organizing (in terms of wag increases and reinstatement of dismissed

workers), they had the confidence that the creches, searching for space or

prospective teachers till late in the night.

However, on the other hand, our crèche programme suffered a setback in

some villages, whenever a union struggle was launched. For example, a

few years ago when we issued legal notices to the ‘khali’ owners for non-

payment of minimum wages, the effect of this on our creches was certainly

felt.

In Rasnol village, the ‘khali’ owner not only immediately stopped his

Rs.500 monthly contribution to the crèche but also, he threatened to use

his might to close down the crèche.

In Sarsa, Mogri, Verakhali and elsewhere, the owners who were also the

sarpanches refused to give us space for a crèche. Hence the development

of the crèche in those villages was temporarily arrested. In some villages,

the owners used their influence at the village level to turn us out of the

rooms already allotted to us for the crèche.
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In yet another instance, in Kunjrav, just as we were on the threshold of

inaugurating a few crèche, an article was published in a local magazine,

clearly describing the injustice faced by women workers at the hands of

‘khali’ owners in that very village. One owner who was mentioned by name

was furious and threatened to close down the newly developed crèche. We

finally were able to convince him of the importance of going ahead with the

crèche, but he warned us against unionizing in his village.

All these experience notwithstanding, we have so far not had to

permanently close down a single crèche. If we were turned out of a room,

we managed to find alternative space within a few days. Even if the

women were out of work due to union action and owners’ retaliation, as in

Rasnol village, we continued to run the creches. Hence, they would

continue to leave the children at the crèche, while union organisers held

meetings with them and approached the owners for re-starting work in the

‘khali’ factories. It seems that the faith of the mothers in the union and in

the importance of the creches helped us through several crises.

In addition, starting creches was perceived by all as a positive,

constructive development activity. Hence we had enough goodwill and

credibility during times of crises. Many a sarpanch came to our rescue,

when it appeared that there were few options left in sight.

Another interesting aspect of this close link between the union and the

creches is that it had the effect of strengthening the former. The crèche

programme has helped the union because of its outreach to women

workers, as was mentioned earlier in the section on the impact of our work.

For example, it was the mothers of Rasnol who finally found the courage to

speak out against the injustices suffered by them at the ‘khali’ factory,

while the then Labour Commissioner made a surprise visit.
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Further, the existence of the crèche programme has softened our

confrontationist union image. We are now viewed as managers of useful

development programmes like creches and health care. Many of the ‘khali’

owners who refuse to even speak to SEWA’s union organisers, are quite

amenable when it comes to discussing child care and health. Hence, these

issues serve as useful channels for dialogue and negotiation, in an

otherwise difficult atmosphere.

All these problems notwithstanding, we remain stead-fast in our dual

commitment to organizing poor, self employed women for their rights like

minimum wages and for creches.

Our work in Kheda district is a translation of our dual strategy to organize

poor women; that of struggle on the one hand and development on the

other, And we feel that the crèche programme has been an integral part of

this approach.

5.    Creches & Children’s Development

In the course of developing the creches, we have found that while the need

for such child care facilities is great, there are very few government

schemes and programmes for this. At the district level, there is no crèche

programme, and ICDS is restricted to one block. Meanwhile, the

panchayats of some village run Balwadis. A few private trusts also provide

Balwadis.

That neither the creches nor the Balwadis are sufficient is borne out by our

discussions in mothers’ meetings. The women are concerned about what
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will happen when their children outgrow our creches. They repeatedly

insist that we either start Balwadis or else ensure that the government

does so. In fact in one village, mothers raised funds each contributing a

small sum, and asked their village’s sarpanch to obtain a matching grant

for a Balwadi.

Working mothers not only need child care because the have to go out to

work, but also because they realize the importance of child care for the

healthy development of their children. Those mothers who are involved in

our crèche programme are even more vocal about the need for child care

for 0 to 6 year olds, because they have witnessed the changes in their

children.

Another issue that has emerged is that mothers view creches as the first

step to wards the education of their children. Hence in the villages where

out crèche was located in the school premises, the mothers said they

found this both most appropriate and also convenient as the older sibilings

were nearby. During the school breaks, they would come and play with

their younger siblings in the crèche and the teachers would also come by

to see how they were doing, in sum, linking creches with the issue of

education of rural children seems to be important for poor, self employed

women.

6.     Sustainability of the creches

A major issue with regard to our creches is that of sustainability. We are

confident that the teachers and mothers are aware and skilful enough to

continue their creches. Besides, since they find it useful women are
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determined that the creches continue. However, the financial sustainability

of such creches is a major concern.

Currently the monthly cost of running a single crèche for 15 infants and

young children is Rs.4000. Nutrition expenses, especially for milk, are the

main contributors to this cost followed by the teachers’ stipends.

Currently most of these costs are borne by outside funding mobilised by

SEWA. Mothers contribute an average of Rs. 5 per child every month.

They say thay cannot afford much more than this amount at present.

Meanwhile, the contributions of the ‘khali’ owners are not always regular,

largely because of our union action, as mentioned earlier. The district and

village level agencies and functionaries are currently not contributing any

funds. However have been making the vital contribution of free space for

the creches.

Where no panchayat rooms are available, the sarpanches either help us

obtain space in the village school or elsewhere. Hence, by and large, the

crèche programme has been spared the rent costs which would certainly

have inflated the total costs.

Some panchayats like in Chikhodhra village have been gone so far as to

construct a special building for the crèche. Almost all have offered to

provide land for construction, if we undertook the building of a crèche.

When we raised the issue of lack of toilets for the crèche, the sarpanches

were very sympathetic.  Currently, the children use large, mud-filled bowls

called ‘tagaras’ which the teachers periodically empty in the fields. When

we discussed this unsatisfactory situation with the sarpanches, and
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suggested that they construct toilets for the creches, they were responsive

but said that they did not have the resources for this. They suggested that

we raise the funds required for constructing toilets.

Since this requires a substantial outlay and as our experience shows that

we are often asked to move from the panchayat rooms, we have not yet

been able to address the issue of toilets.

At any rate, resource mobilisation at the village level seems to be an issue.

We have learned that some district level financing is available for child

care, and we are exploring the possibility of tapping these funds for

creches in the meanwhile, it should be noted that the ‘khali’ owners are

legally obliged to run creches in the factory. Yet we have not seen a single

functioning crèche in the village where our members live. We are running

creches for the children of ‘khali’ workers, but we do not receive regular

monetary assistance from the ’khali’ owners.

We have brought these facts to the notice of the Labour Department. In

fact when the Labour Commissioner visited one of the creches he told us

that ‘khali’ owners who do not provide crèche facilities themselves, have to

pay the running expenses of the organisation providing these. While this

may be the case according to the law, the workers’ organisation is not yet

strong enough in enforce this. However, this has implications for the future.

Creches are an integral part of the workers’ rights and the women will have

to struggle for these. Once this is established, the future of the creches will

be more secure.

7.    Creches and Caste
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The issue of caste barriers had to be faced while developing the creches.

Most of our members, the mothers, belonged to two communities,

Christians and Harijans (Rohit and Parmar). Hence, the teachers of the

creches are also from this community.

In one case, the village sarpanch suggested that we use space available in

the local temple for our crèche. On the morning of the inaugural function

several upper-caste village leaders threatened to halt the festivities. They

objected to the Harijan children entering the temple premises. The

sarpanch, some village school teachers and the crèche organisers

intervened and managed to convince the irate elders of the value of the

crèche. Hence, the center was inaugurated and age-old caste barriers

were set aside for a while.

In another village, it was the mothers who raised caste-related objections.

Specifically they were upset that one of the crèche teachers, a Chamar

(cobbler community and Harijan) was cooking food for their children.

Caste-wise, this was taboo and they insisted that we stop this practice.

The crèche teachers and supervisors firmly reiterated that both the

teachers would be involved in cooking. Hence, for a few days some of the

mothers stopped leaving their children at crèche. Finally, after several

meetings, home visits and the support of the Sarpanch, the mothers

started leaving their children at center. There has been no further problem

in that village.

By and large the mothers understand that the creches are for all children of

poor, self employed workers. They know that caste and creed are of no

consequence as far as SEWA is concerned. All the women unite as

workers and are organised to their occupation, not caste or religious

affiliation.
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Our experience shows that any hesitation with regard to caste, either of the

children or crèche teachers, disappears when the women see first-hand

the benefits of appropriate child care. The children also learn to eat, play

and grow together in an atmosphere of love rather than one full of caste

barriers. Hence, the creches also serve to breakdown these divisions at

the village level.

8.     From Creches to other pressing issues

The crèche programme has also had the effect of organizing the workers

on other pressing issues like credit and health. The link with the union was

there from the start, but women began to raise the issue of credit. As the

crèche programmes served to unify workers, they were ready to work

together and risk forming a saving group. In this way in every village where

there was a crèche, the mothers formed a saving group and even started

giving out small loans from the funds collected by the women themselves.

These are currently 45 savings groups in which the workers have saved a

total of Rs. 1,86,000.

Similarly, although SEWA- trained village health workers were active even

before the creches started, the latter began to provide a readymade

interface between the mothers and children and the health workers. This

improved and increased both the outreach of health care provided and the

demand for this from the workers.

Currently SEWA members are obtaining primary health care from twelve

village health workers. Health education, assistance in obtaining
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immunization from the government health services and curative care

constitute the primary health services.

These services are provided to SEWA members in the eighteen villages

where the crèche programme also exists. Linking the crèche and health

services has been essential to ensure that integrated social security

services are provided to the workers. In this way, each child is weighed

every month, mothers are assisted in obtaining full immunisation coverage

for their children and regular monthly medical checkup are conducted.

Children who need further care are referred to a pediatrician with whom we

have a special arrangement for referral services. In addition, the health

workers, through their visits to the creches, meet the workers regularly.

Any health problems of the mothers or other family members are also

addressed. Finally, the health workers provide training to the mothers

every month on key issues of primary health care such as first-aid and

childhood diseases, women’s health problems and common diseases.
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CHAPTER III

Running The Crèches

In actually starting creches, all concerned were involved at every step.

Hence, apart from the women and the union leaders, growers and tobacco

factory owners and the local government machinery, the panchayat

members were contacted for assistance and support.

Further before starting a creches in a particular village, some crucial

ground work was required.  Generally, this involved:

1. Explaining the idea of the crèche and how it was to run.

2. Obtaining Space for the crèche

3. Identifying crèche teachers from among the village women.

4. House-to-house surveys to identify 3 to 3 year-old children of

SEWA members.

5. Preparing to start the crèche.

6. Inauguration of the crèche.

1.     Explaining about the Crèche

The childcare team comprising of the Coordinator and Supervisors held

discussions with the mothers, worker-leader, tobacco factory owners and

growers, and the Sarpanch with regard to the running of the crèche. It was

felt that it was not only important for all involved to understand why this

work was being taken up, but also that everyone should be aware of the

approach to be taken. Care was taken to explain that these creches were

for the children of working owmen and thus would be planned according to
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their needs. We also solicited the support and cooperation of all at the

village level.

2.     Obtaining space

Originally we had planned to run creches in the very tobacco factories

where the mothers work.

This would have been convenient for the mothers, for in addition to the

security of being near their children, they would not have to spend the

extra time in dropping off and picking up their children in the mornings,

afternoon recess, and in the evenings. However, in order to open these

creches for the young children of tobacco processors or ‘khali’ workers, the

cooperation and willingness of ‘khali’ or tobacco factory owners to provide

space was crucial.

The ‘khali’ owners whom we approached were not very keen to have these

creches on their factory premises. We therefore decided to attempt

opening creches in the village near where the mothers lived. This new

approach required the cooperation and assistance of the village

Sarpanches and panchayat members. Although by and large the

Sarpanches did provide us space. We had to face many frustrations in

obtaining appropriate space for our existing creches, and continue to do so

in our efforts to open new ones. In the meantime, we have not abandoned

our efforts to obtain support and assistance from the ‘khali’ owners with

regard to a room for our creches.

3.     Identifying crèche teachers.
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Once we obtained space for a crèche, we began identifying possible

crèche teachers from amongst the women of the village where our center

was to be opened.

Two such local workers were to be selected because in addition to being

convenient, these women were familiar and acceptable to all the villages. It

was also to discuss any matters with teachers after crèche timings.

Teachers from an outside village would face problems of transportation.

Moreover, they would be considered  ‘outsiders’ by the mothers.

We wanted at least one teachers to be educated so that the could maintain

various registers and accounts in crèche. We invited women from each

village where we wanted to start creches to apply for the teacher’s

position. In village where SEWA was already organizing the workers,

village leaders and union organisers helped us sort the applications, and

gave us their opinions on these. Such discussions with the union

organisers helped us in selecting teachers who would best look after the

children. We held final interviews with the following criteria in mind.

a) Level of Education

b) Nature and disposition

c) Level of patience

d) Readiness to work with children

e) Socio economic status of their families

 f) Position within the family

g) Representation with regard to caste and religion

We found that if the teacher is also a tobacco or agricultural worker like the

mothers, she can understand and better relate to the difficulties of the

mothers, and therefore, can provide the appropriate assistance. It is also
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very important that the mothers fine the teachers acceptable and feel at

case about leacing their children with them.

Sometimes, it so happens that an applicant is suitable in all respects

except that she is illiterate. As most of Sewa’s members are illiterate and

our creches are specifically for members, it is to be expected that some the

applicants who are also workers and members are illiterate. We did not

want to lose qualified women solely on this ground and decided that it

would be acceptable to involve a second, who fulfills all requirements

except education.

While preparing to start creches, we observed that most residential areas

within a village are divided according to religion and/or caste. For example,

there are areas where only Harijans or Christians live. If we find that there

are more children from the same area. This way, the mothers will already

know the teacher and there will be a good rapport from the beginning.

We faced difficulties in some villages after we had selected teachers. Out

of several applicants, only two are selected per village. This woman who

weren’t selected in a few villages strongly discouraged their friends and

relatives to send their children to the crèche. Some falsely accused

teachers of beating the children and not feeding them which in turn worried

the mothers. In such situations, we discussed these problems with the

mothers. We also went house-to-house to clarify the situation to the

mothers and solve misunderstandings.

4.     House-to-House Surveys.
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After the new teachers were identified, we involved them in house-to-

house surveys of all the workers in order to determine how many 0-to3

years olds needed child care in a particular village, In villages where there

were more than fifteen such children, it was decided to give preference to

the poorest, weakest and neediest of children. Sometimes this selection

had to be made because the crèche was to be limited to fifteen children, as

it was felt that this was the maximum number two women could handle

with proper attention and care.

This intensive survey not only gave us valuable first information about the

children, but also resulted in our meeting and discussing with mothers from

the outset. The teachers, being from the same village made this task

easier.

During the survey, may of the mothers would ask us:

“If it is so difficult for us to take care of just a few children at home, how will

you be able to successfully manage fifteen children in a crèche?” They

also had other concerns like what food their children would be given. At the

time of the survey itself, while meeting with the mothers, we were able to

discuss these issues and assure mothers of quality services at the

creches. After completing the survey, we were able to obtain information

on each child who was to attend our crèche.

This included:

1. Name of the child

2. Address

3. Mother’s name
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4. Name of the Khali where the mother works

5. Father’s name and occupation

6. Number of children in the family

7. Family income

8. Other special and relevant information

Information on children identified during the survey was entered in a

register. Surveys were generally conducted in the evening because the

mothers are not available during the day. Sometimes we went to their

homes during their recess period if they time to talk. However, generally

during the recess they are busy preparing lunch and doing other

housework, or they are tired and want to rest. Therefore, It was more

convenient to speak to them in the evenings after they had completed their

daily chores and were more relaxed. Some mothers were not willing to talk

to us at all. They felt that people come to the village and ask them a

number of questions to collect information and then nothing happens.

There is no outcome. Therefore, they now believe that answering

questions is a waste of time. Talking their views into consideration, we

explained to them the aims and objectives of our survey, informed them

about space for the crèche if it was obtained and gave them as detailed

information as possible about the crèche. Even after these clarifications,

some did not believe we would follow through and threatened us, saying

that if we do not do anything concrete, then they would not let us enter the

village again. We understood the mothers’ fear of being let down, and this

motivated us even more to remain steadfast and persistent in our efforts to

start creches.

5.       Preparing to start the creche
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Even after we had obtain space for a creche and identified teachers and

children, there was a lot to be organised. The proposed centre had to be

cleaned and decorated so that it would be a comfortable place for the

infants and young children. Equipment like cradles, toys, cooking utensils

and other essential supplies were needed. In addition, a daily programme

for the creche, including nutrition, had to be planned. We also had to be

sure of regular milk supply, as this was the staple for most of the infants.

Preparation also included regular contact with the mother to ally their fears,

keeping and sarpanch and village leaders apprised of developments and

contacting the ‘khali’ owners and growers. All involved also had to be

informed about the inauguration date the creche.

6.     Inauguration of the creche

We took care to ensure that the inauguration was a special event in the

village we felt it was important to make the inauguration a public function,

with representatives of the workers, the Panchayat, other village leaders,

village level functionaries like teachers and the growers and Khali owners.

Since all had been involved in the process of starting the creche, we felt it

was necessary that all be witness to the fruits of their efforts.

Further, it was a great boost to the morale of the women, and to our

organising efforts, to see such constructive development activities actually

taking place. Villagers, leaders and even the growers and factory owners

were also pleased to see some concrete action. It raised their opinion of

SEWA and of our abilities as organisers.
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In addition, the sarpanch, village leaders and factory owners made public

commitments to the creche and its smooth running. This also had an

overall positive impact on the moral of all involved. Finally, holding a small

inaugural function fostered goodwill amongst all concerned and helped in

disseminating information not only about the creche, but about SEWA’s

work in general.

THE CHECHES

1.      NUTRITION

The staple food for both adults and children in the village is roti (bread)

made from bajra or millet, eaten with tea or some vegetable. Infants and

young children are breastfed when mothers are at home. Otherwise, they

are given a piece of bajra ‘roti’ in their hands. Crawling children often drop

this roti in the dirt, pick it up and start eating it again. When mothers were

asked about feeding practices, they did not have time or the money to feed

their children properly and with better food.

Mother had strong beliefs that if they themselves ate vegetables such as

brinjal,’guvar’ (beans) and drumsticks their infants and small children who

were breast fed, would catch colds. Hence they avoided eating such

vegetables. In the banana season, these are available in abundance and

cheaply, but mothers never gave bananas to their children, as they

believed these to cause colds. Sometimes if they had enough money, they

would buy rice and ‘dal’ (lentils) to prepare ‘khichdi’, which was liked by all
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children, In general we found that the children were both malnourished and

undernourished. Hence we began efforts to tackle these problems.

2.     Child Development

As the children coming to our creches were in their early stages of growth,

along with their physical development, we had to consider their mental and

emotional growth. For the older children, in order to help them learn about

colours and shapes, several colourful toys were made available such as a

black box with holes that were of the same size and shape of various

smaller blocks, which were to be appropriately placed in the box. For the

younger children tambourines, wind-up toys, and wooden rocking horses

were purchased all of which the children liked. The children learned to

identify different vehicles such as a truck, bus, train and airplane as they

played with such toys. The older children observed how the new teachers

care for younger children and tried to mimic them and to take care of the

babies.

Teacher also taught children to identify the toys of their choice and pick

these up by themselves. This was new for the children, most of whom

hardly have any toys at home. Apart from toys, teachers taught children

action songs where the children sing along with the teachers and try to

imitate their body movements. Mothers told us that their children tell them

about all they learn at the creche.

Before the creche opened, the children would play in the mud near their

homes all day and, of course, become very dirty, Children’s nails were also

very long and dirty, the mothers never used to wash their or their children’s

hands properly before eating meals or after they defecated. When they
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returned from the ‘khalis’, the mothers would be covered with tobacco dust.

In this state they would breast-feed their children. Mothers would clean the

inside of their children’s ears with garlic oil or clean the accumulated wax

with a matchstick. They did not comb children’s hair regularly. In sum, the

children were rarely clean and tidy.

In the creches, if children become dirty, depending on the availability of

water teachers bathe them or wash their hands and feet. If the child has no

spare set of clothes, one of the teachers wash the child’s clothes and dry

them in the sun, before dressing the child again. Teachers wash their own,

as well as the children’s, hands and feet before meals. In the evenings,

before mothers arrive to take their children home, teachers tidy up the

children and comb their hair. The mothers are very happy when they see

their children neat and tidy.

Cleanliness is maintained in the centre also. Every morning, teachers dust

the room, sweep the floor and swab it with disinfectant. After children finish

eating, the floors are again swept. Towels, ‘ durries’ or mats, mosquito nets

and other such items are washed every week. Mothers now realise the

importance of cleanliness and hygiene. The issues of health and hygiene

have been stressed with the mothers and they have made efforts to follow

some basic standards of hygiene. Mothers now bathe their children before

bringing them to the centres. At home, they wash their own and their

children’s hands and feet before meals and after defecating. If they do not

have soap, they use ash from their stoves. They also keep their children’s

nails short and clean. The children are influenced by these habits. They

too, insist on taking a bath before they to the creche and on washing their

hands if they become dirty.
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4.  HEALTH

In Anand Taluka, thirteen Sewa-trained village health workers visit all
creche centres regularly for health check-up for the children.

Basic problems such as fever, diarrhoea, common cold, cough, boils and

eye infections are taken care of by these health workers. In addition, the

children’s weight is recorded every month. All the children are given the

appropriate vaccinations under the immunisation programme. The centre

also maintains all immunisation records. The correct birth date of the child

is obtained from the village’s panchayat office, and this helps us in

implementing he immunisation programme regularly. The children are also

given iron tablets and vitamin A syrup. In addition, creche teacher receive

health training every month. These training sessions, conducted by

trainers of the SEWA Health Team, focus on the common diseases and

childhood illnesses.

In the case of serious problems, children are taken to a pediatrician in

Anand who has offered his free services. At Karamsad Medical Hospital,

mothers and children also receive free medical treatment. The biggest

hurdle that we face regarding medical check-up for more serious problems

is that doctors are not willing to visit the villages on a regular basis. Initially,

doctors completing their internships at Ahmedabad were visiting the

creches and prescribing medicines. But once their internships were

completed, the doctors stopped coming. We are still trying to find doctors

who would visit our creches to take care of serious health problems. In the

meantime, ‘SEWA’s health workers are very active and the basic health

training that the teachers have received from them has been very useful.
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The teachers, on their part, have also taken their roles as health workers

seriously. If a child has been instructed to take his/her medication

continuously, the teacher will even visit the child’s home on holidays to

make sure that the mother is following instruction. In addition. The

teachers offer their basic health services to the other members of their

village.

In running the creches, our overall efforts have been to provide integrated

activities of high quality. Creches are to be a safe haven for the workers

and their children.  Efforts have been made to see that the creches are

lively places, where the children are happy and stimulated to grow healthily

(for a detailed description of a day in the life of creche, see Appendix I)

5.     Monitoring our creche work

As our whole creche programme was developed giving the worker’s and

children’s needs primacy, we have naturally been concerned with the

monitoring of our work. In order to ensure that quality care is being

provided, supervisory activities are given considerable importance.

1.Regular, on-the-spot supervision of the creches are conducted by a

trained team of supervisors. Each supervisor is responsible for four

creches and spends at least one entire day at the creche every week.

More time and effort is needed for the never creches, in order to help the

teachers plan their work.

2. Monthly meetings of the creche teachers are held to discuss issues

arising in the previous month, to gauge performance and ensure that
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concerns and needs of the teachers are addressed. We have tried to

develop an informal, supportive work culture while stressing on

performance and quality work.

3. Monthly meetings of the mothers are held which are considered crucial.

These meetings are important forums not only for the Mother’s concerns

and issues, but also to receive feedback as to the effectiveness and

suitability of our programme. At first mothers were hesitant to speak their

minds, thinking we would take it amiss. Also, no one had ever asked for

their opinion or input on any subject. However, now the mothers are both

very articulate and vocal. They have made their views on several issues

very clear. For example, if the teachers are late in opening the creche

centre or are not cooking the meal properly, they do not spare their words.

In addition, these mother’s meeting have become occasions for sharing

concerns on wage issues and have helped strengthen the union

Importantly, through these meetings, savings groups of workers in each

village have been developed, where mothers save Rs. 10 every month.

Finally, mothers stressed their need for health training, and hence two

days in a monthly they participate in such training. This training conducted

by the SEWA health workers who are also from the surrounding villages.

4. Feedback from union leaders, sarpanch and other village leaders and

the ‘khali’ owners is also obtained regularly, supervisors and the

coordinator maintain regular contact with different groups in the village to

ensure that the creche is developing satisfactorily. We also invite village
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leaders, mothers and khali’ owners to periodically visit the creche and

observe the activities, the attitudes of the teachers, children and parents.

It is also worth mentioning that we have recently begun some attempts to

involve the fathers in our creche programme. We found that many of

fathers are very concerned about their children, drop them off at the creche

and take interest in the creche’s activities. Further, one of the issues

repeatedly arising in our mother’s meetings is that they are over-burdened

with work, both outside and within the home. Many of the mothers have

suggested that we involved their husbands more child care. Hence, with

the assistance of some of the more active fathers, we are, organising

meetings and exploring the possibility of involving them in our creche

programme.

Shaishav is soon to complete it’s third year in the villages of Kheda district.

It has been a process of learning, sharing and developing the work with a

wide group of people: the workers, the growers and tobacco factory

owners, local leaders and government functionaries. The experience and

insights of this varied group undoubtedly enriched ‘Shaishav’, adding new

perspective and opening up new areas of work.

However, much remains to be done. For example, mother and creche

teachers are now learning about the different stages of child development,

including how to make simple toys from locally available and inexpensive

materials. These toys and teaching aids will be used for child development
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activities needed to strengthen ‘Shaishav’ so that appropriate, affordable

and quality care is available to the workers and their young children.

Although it is still early to make conclusions about  ‘Shaishav’, a few issues

come to light as a result of the village-based creche work. Perhaps most

importantly, we have learned that child care for working people must be

linked to their foremost priority-work. Regular, round the year employment

and hence regular income is the primary need of poor, self-employed

women. In contrast, they do not demand child care or creches initially.

However, when women witness first-hand that child care centres can make

a significant difference to their own and their children’s lives, the demand

for these begins. Today there is a steady stream of post-cards, visits from

sarpanches, workers and others in SEWA’s Anand office. All are full of

suggestions as to how creches can be started in their villages. Some even

refuse to leave the office unless a firm commitment is given about initiating

child care activities in their village!

All these experience not only point to the lack of village-based creches, but

also to the demand for these when women realise the effect of these on

their lives. The Key, from the experience of Shaishav, seems to be that

child care must be linked to women’s work, and should be a part of the

integrated social security services urgently needed to strengthen the

working people of our country.
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A P P E N D I X – I

A DAY IN THE LIFE A “SHAISHAV” CRECHE RASNOL VILLAGE

KHEDA DISTRICT

Manjula and Sharda arrive at the creche centre in Rasnol village. It is 7.30

a.m. and already a steady stream of women are making their way to the

tobacco processing factory. The two women quickly sweep and clean the

centre, for in a few minutes women on their way to work will stop at the

centre with their children. Sharda then sets off to fetch some of the children

whose mothers don’t have the time to leave them at the centre on their

way to work.

The rest of the children arrive with their mothers. Most of them have not

had a proper wash or bath. Their mothers have to finish off household

chores and see to the other children too, before hurrying to the tobacco

factories. Hence, there is little time to wash and clean the little tea and last

nights ‘rotlo’ are not very filling. Sharda returns with a few toddlers and a

baby in her arms. It is still cold and the baby is crying.

After the mothers leave, the children are washed and bathed by the two

women. The mothers have left a fresh set of clothes and the little ones are

ready to face the new day. It is now 9 o’ clock and all the children are

ready for their milk. The infants then dose off in their cradles or ‘ghodias’

and the toddlers play with the toys of the centre. Sharda keeps watch on

the infants and plays with the older children.
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           Meanwhile, Manjula begins to prepare the morning meal of ‘khichdi’.

This rice and ‘moong dal’ preparation also has green leafy vegetables

added to it. It is made soft so it is easily digestible. A little milk is added to

a separate portion of ‘khichdi’ for the younger children. At 11 a.m.’ the

‘khichdi’ is for children of 6 months and above. They eat the meal with

relish as they are very hungry. After finishing their little bowls-full, they ask

Manjula for more. Some even eat three bowls-full. Sharda just stopped one

hungry little girl from eating her neighbour’s bowl-full after she finished her

own.

After the meals, the two women clean the children and give medicines to

those who need them. The doctor of the SEWA health team came

yesterday for the weekly check-up and prescribed the needed medicine.

Most of the children had respiratory infections common in the winter

season; one had bloody stools.

      Some of the older children need help with the (Toilet) of the centre.

The ‘toilet’ is a large tin bowl or ‘tagara’ which the women have filled with

mud. The children defecate into this and Manjula and Sharda then carry

this to the fields and empty it out. The two women are going to bring-up

this ‘Toilet issue’ at the next meeting with Jyoti, the project co-ordinator.

Not only for the children, but also for the mothers, not having a toilet at the

centre is a problem. During mothers meetings, women have to get-up and

go to the fields as the creche centre does not have any toilet facility. And

as far as infants and young children are concerned, the two creche

workers are kept very busy. Their day is punctuated with washing them,

only to be soiled soon after.
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      Between noon and one o’clock, it is playtime again and while one of

the creche workers watches them, the other cleans up dirty dishes and

soiled clothes. At one o’clock, the mother comes to the creche centre, as

they have a two hour recess period at the tobacco factory and on their way

home they fetch their children. The women are covered from head to foot

with tobacco dust, hair disheveled and tired. Manjula and Sharda can

barely recognize them. As they take their children home, Manjula reminds

them to take a wash before breast-feeding. They nod weakly and go home.

      Manjula and Sharda then quickly close the creche centre and hurry

home themselves. Like the mothers, they too have young children at home

and must cook a meal before returning to the centre at 2.30 p.m.  Manjula

takes three toddlers home. Their mother have no time to fetch and drop

them off later, as they live a little further away from the centre then the

others, These three children will have a meal with Manjula’s family.

      After lunch, the mothers bring their children to the centre. Manjula and

Sharda are already there. The mothers sit and chat for a few minutes or

play with their little ones.  Madhu and Kamla ask Sharda when Indira, the

SEWA union organisor, will be visited their next. All the other tobacco

workers are earning Rs.10 a day, well below the minimum wage, but better

then theirs of Rs.9 Can Indira speak to the factory owner? They ask. “We

just cannot make two ends meet.
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      Look at our children how can we feed, clothe and keep them healthy?”

Sharda makes a note in her diary. Indira will be coming in two or three

days, she assures them. It is almost 3 o’clock and the mothers barely look

rested and, despite their two hours recess, hurry back to work.

      After the mother leave, the two creche workers clean the children

again. Most of them are covered with tobacco dust as they were carried by

their mothers to and from the centre. Manjula Sharda know about tobacco

work, as they were workers in the tobacco factory till recently. They know

how it feels to great one’s children during the lunch break, covered with

dust. And yet tobacco and agricultural work is the only employment

available. Kheda is supposed to be Gujarat’s richest district but the

workers never see the fruits of their labour. Theirs is a life full of toil and

struggle.

The tow women dust out the children’s clothes as best as they can. There

is no question of changing their clothes as they have no spare set. It is

3.30p.m. and time for sprouted “moong dal” for the older children. The

women had soaked the “dal” overnight, then boiled and lightly sautéed the

sprouts. Each child gets a bowl-full. The infants, meanwhile, drink some

milk. After this snack it is rest or play again.
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They play or doze some more till the first stream of mothers arrive at 6.00

p.m. By 7 o’clock the last children go home and two creche workers quickly

tidy up. It has been a ling day and they too have to hurry home to cook,

clean, wash and prepare for the next day. They fold the thick cotton mat or

(durrie). It will have to be washed on Sunday at the irrigation canal. Then

with a final sweep, the two women leave the centre, huddled up against

the evening chill of winter.

NEED FOR SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

In the course of SEWA’s organising work, it has become apparent that

poor women’s disadvantages in earnings and working conditions are

compounded by other problems in their lives, These include limited access

or absence of social security programmes and basic services such as

health care, child care insurance, water and sanitation, housing and legal

protection against sexual and family harassment. While some of these

programmes are available to workers of the formal sector, they do not

reach the self-employed women workers. At the same time, the community

support systems, which traditionally existed, have begun to disintegrate

because of the pressures of poverty, urbanization deforestation and other

factors.

Further, SEWA members frequently recognise the importance of health

care, child care, insurance and other social services in their lives. As

Kunverba, a mid-wife and agricultural labourer from Sanand Taluka puts it:

“As long as my arms and legs move and my eyes can see.

I can work and earn. After that who knows? For us poor

Women, sister, our bodies and health are our only wealth.”
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Consequently, women have been articulating the need for social services

and security systems. For example, in Bapunagar, where the SEWA union

is strong and some economic gains have been made, the workers

repeatedly expressed the need for health and childcare programmes.

In addition, we have found that organising workers on health and child care

issues can be a focal point for further organising on economic and other

issues in Kheda district’s Tranol, Kunjrav and Rasnol villages. For example

tobacco workers with high vulnerability were reluctant to unionise and raise

demands for minimum wages. They would barely admit that many women

worked night shifts for abysmal wages and were subjects to sexual abuse.

They did however express the need for health care, with regular contact

through health activities a close relationship was built between the tobacco

workers and SEWA. This culminated in a greater readiness to unite and

unionise than before, and also in demand for worker’s education classes.

In response to workers, needs and in the absence of state-run scheme for

the self-employed, SEWA has initatied several programmes of its own.

SEWA tries to emphasize that its programmes are part of the efforts to

support further organising of workers. Thus, for example, women involved

in health activities are organised to demand cheap and safe drugs or water

and sanitation from the local authorities. It is also emphasized that rather

than passively waiting for social services, we have to organise and

struggle to make ourselves seen and heard to obtain these. Rather than

‘recipients’ of services, workers are to be involved as participants, policy

makers and implementers of programmes in sum designing and

implementing social securities schemes should also lead towards the

organising and empowerment of poor women.
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SEWA’s supportive service programmes have over the years included

child care centres, health care schemes, smokeless ‘chulhas’ water and

sanitation activities, housing schemes, and insurance programmes each of

these are discussed below.

Through these SEWA has experimented with various ways of involving

workers in obtaining and implementing social services. Some of these

have then been shared with government and non-government

organisations. Thus SEWA has attempted to develop linkages and facilities

dialogue between the workers and other institutions, as part of its attempts

to involve workers in supportive services and social security programmes

on a regional and national scale.

As a mechanism to finance these social services, SEWA established the

Mahila SEWA trust in 1975. It is supported by mainly small donations from

foundations, trusts and private individuals. All the award monies given to

Ela Bhatt or to SEWA have gone into the Trust. The supportive services

sponsored by the Trust are carried out by SEWA organisor. It is envisaged

that in the future, just as production units have grown into co-operatives,

so also the social security services will develop into co-operatives. A

beginning has been made with the childcare services.
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SANGINI – THE CHILD CARE CO-OPERATIVE

Poor self employed women often express child-care as an important need.

Every woman hopes that somehow she will be able to contribute to her

child’s health development, despite all the difficulties and struggles that

she has to face every day. And yet there are very few options and facilities

for poor women and their children. Thus women vendors sell their wares

with their children beside them on the street and hand – cart pullers tie a

little hammock under their carts and rock their babies in this through the

dusty streets. Similarly, bidi and tobacco worker’s children play with the

piles of tobacco that lie around the work place. Infants and children of

workers, therefore, are expressed to the most unhygienic and unhealthy

conditions, hardly conducive to their growth and development.

Responding to this important need. SEWA has been exploring alternative

methods of providing child-care for women workers for several years now.

The first creche was started in 1975 for the children of vegetable vendors

in a house near the market place. Unfortunately this creche was

discontinued because the middle-class owner of the house did not like the

vendors coming here.

In 1980 as part of the rural programme, SEWA started 15 creches for

children of agricultural labourers. At first the women of higher castes

refused to put their children in with those of lower castes. So the creches

were run only with Harijan children. But when higher caste agricultural

labourers saw how well the children were looked after, they too began to

leave their children at the creche. And so these creches served as a

means of reducing caste differences in 1982, Dholka Taluka was covered
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by the government’s Integrated Child Development Scheme, ICDS and the

SEWA creches were taken over by this scheme Since 1982 we have

helped to establish and run 20 anganwadi centres in different

neighbourhoods in Ahmedabad where SEWA members live. Each centre

is staffed by a teacher who is from the same area as the members. The

teacher’s salary is partly taken care of by monthly contributions from

mothers. Thus these anganwadi centres also become a means of self-

employment for some women. There are 30 children, generally between

the ages of 3 and 6 at each centre. Thus a total of 600 children are

involved in this programme.

At each centre, teachers prepare a weekly time-table, which includes

educational, recreational, health and nutrition activities. Rather than

teaching children alphabets or numbers by rote learning the teachers

encourage children to explore their environment and their own creative

abilities. Outing to parks, the zoo and other places are also conducted. The

timings of the centre are adjusted to suit the mother’s convenience.

In addition monitoring of the children’s growth and development is carried

out regularly. Every month a doctor visits each centre and examines each

child. Low cost medicines are often provided to the mothers. Immunisation

of all the children is done in collaboration with the municipal health

authorities who also Vitamin A and iron and folic acid tablets regularly.

Further, the children receive a balanced mid-day snack where nutritional

valued has been scientifically planned with the help of nutritionsts. Those

children who are often sick or whose growth is faltering receive special

attention in terms of both health-care and nutrition, and if required, the
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teachers accompany the mothers and children to a hospital or dispensary;

in 1985 we decided to establish creches for infants and children up to 3

years of age because this was the most vulnerable age group, and one

about which mothers were particularly anxious. Thus, in 1986, 10 creche

were started in neighbourhoods where SEWA members live and where the

anganwadis were established. In this way, close coordination and

collaboration between the anganwadi and creches was made possible.

Each creche centre has 10 infants and young children who are looked after

by 2 women. These women like the anganwadi teachers, are from the very

areas where the centres have been established. Mothers in these areas

also contribute towards the salaries.

The infants are given milk several times a day and older children get a

nutritious snack similar to that of the anganwadis. Further, some

recreational and educational games for the children are also conducted.

Finally monthly health check-ups, immunisation, and growth monitoring as

in the anganwadis, are also important activities at creches.

Apart from providing a useful service to working women, the anganwadi

and creche centres are also focal points for organising workers. Regular

mother’s meetings are held at each centre in which issues such as low

wages and the need for more work are discussed along with health and

child-care issues. Some of the issues that have been taken up for further

action include encouraging women to save and open bank accounts and

providing loans for small business and house renovations. A study of the

occupational health problems of agarbatti and masala workers, mothers of
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the children in the centre, was also planned and conducted with the

mothers involved in the whole process.

Subsequently, several agarbatti workers form the surrounding areas joined

the SEWA union and even asked for help in further organising and raising

their daily wages. As a first step then, two worker’s education programmes

were arranged in which 80 women participated. Similarly during the

communal riots in 1985 and 1986 anganwadi teachers and mothers were

involved in relief and rehabilitation work.

From the constant interaction and dialogue with mothers, it was decided to

create a forum where mothers, anganwadi and creche teachers and

SEWA organisers could work together, incorporating the various concerns

and needs which were circulated at mothers meetings. As SEWA had

already had substantial experience with co-operatives, it was felt that this

form of organisation would be appropriate. Further by the very nature of

the co-operative form a more democratic and participatory functioning

would be initiated. This would not only lead to collective decision making

but also to self-sufficiency of all the centres in the long run.

The establishing and registering of such a co-operative, called Sangini,

was however, an arduous process. Never having been faced with such a

situation, the State’s Co-operative could not possibly be viable because of

its inherent nature, providing a low cost service. Thus such a co-operative

would necessarily run at a loss. SEWA organisers, anganwadi teachers

and mothers had to meet regularly with the co-operative possible but also

that it would set an important precedent. The whole process of registration

made women realise how even in the sphere of child-care they had to

struggle.
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In March 1986 Sangini was family registered. The first hurdle had been

crossed and mothers, teachers and SEWA organisers were in a mood to

rejoice. Thus soon after the registration a meeting of all members of

Sangini’s registration was held, and at the same time business had to be

executed. Co-operative rules and regulations were explained and elections

for Sangini’s office bearers were also held so that the work of the co-

operative could proceed further.

Today Sangini has 896 members, all self-employed women. It is meaning

five creches for 0 to 5 year old children and 25 anganwadis for 3 to 6 years

old. The support for these 30 centres comes form the Central Social

Welfare Board and the Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS).

Both these government supervised programmes selected Sangini for

implementation of these schemes because of the co-operative’s outreach

and years of experience with poor women workers.

In 1991, 3495 infants and young children between 0 to 6 years obtained.

Childcare services through Sangini 2295 children obtained full

immunization coverage through linkages made by Sangini with

government services. 289 children were assisted in obtaining admission in

the first standard in schools. In addition 846 pregnant and lactating

mothers obtaining health education, nutritional supplements and health

care at the Sangini centres.

Finally, since 1989, experienced Sangini members set up 18 creches for 0

to 3 year old children of SEWA members in the villages of Kheda Districts.
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The mothers of these children are agricultural labourers and Sangini has

also been strengthing its grass root level work by policy making initiatives.

It is a member of a National level forum which advocated the creation of a

National Child Care Fund by the Government. At the state level, Sangini

has been working to strengthen the assisting the state branch of Mahila

Samakhya, the government’s programme for education for women’s

equality, in developing a creche programme for rural women in Gujarat.
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